
Access your WinLine online via the modern HTML interface -  
either via web browser or mobile devices.

Would you like to work flexibly and platform-indepen-
dently in your WinLine? Then WinLine MULTI is your 
solution!
 
With its HTML interface, WinLine MULTI is modern and 

extremely user-friendly. Of course, you 
can also use the full range of functions of 
your WinLine ERP and CRM software. All 
you need is an Internet connection and 
a web-enabled end device. Access is eit-
her via a web browser or via our specially 
programmed apps for mobile devices.  

The screen windows in WinLine MULTI are 
responsive and therefore automatically 

adapt to the format of the end device used. Regardless of 
whether you are working with a web browser, smartphone, 
tablet, netbook or laptop - the screen interface is always 
optimised.
 
WinLine MULTI is fully mobile-capable, so that you can 
work in your WinLine even when you are on the move - 
and therefore independent of time and location. All activi-
ties are carried out in real time.

Spezielle Funktionen auf mobilen Endgeräten:
 Item recognition via barcode scanner and direct   
 transfer to document entry 
 Electronic signature on documents 
 Setup of push messages for appointments, service  
 processes, etc.  
 Location determination incl. GPS area search  
 Upload of photos 
 Two-factor authentication 

MULTI
MULTI-PLATFORM

MULTI 

WinLine MULTI is a lean  
and flexible solution based  
on HTML:

+ Platform-independent HTML interface 
+ Complete WinLine ERP/CRM functionality   
+ Easy deployment and updating through the use  
 of web technology 
+ Access via Internet connection via browser or  
 mobile devices 
+ Responsive design - automatic adaptation of the  
 screen to the end device used 
+ MultiTab/MultiWindows-capable for convenient  
 working in the applications 
+ Can be used at any time and from any location

More information on WinLine MULTI - Multi-
platform access can be found on our website: 
www.mesonic.com.
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ERP + CRM IN HTML
Modern, flexible, user-friendly - the WinLine MULTI HTML interface allows you to work online 
in your WinLine via the Internet. 
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QUICK OVERVIEW WINLINE ERP:

ACCOUNTING
+ Financial and asset accounting
+ Balance sheets, P&L, consolidation
+ Cost Accounting & Controlling

ORDER PROCESSING/MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT
+ Flexible order processing
+ Document management
+ Merchandise planning, warehouse management, sales
+ Supplier ordering

PRODUCTIONS PLANNING & CONTROL
+ Individual, series and variant production
+ Graphical control centre
+ Monitoring: deadlines, resources, capacities
 
REPORT MANAGEMENT
+ Graphical data dashboard
+ Internal reporting
+ Cross-client/fiscal year analyses

QUICK OVERVIEW WINLINE CRM / DIGITISATION 
FUNCTIONS

+ Digitisation and automation of processes
+ Integrated workflow management
+ 360° overview: All information on customers, 
 prospects, contacts and projects in real time
+ Classic CRM functions, such as address management  
 and customer history

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

+ Platform-independent online access via web browser or  
 mobile devices
+ Basic installation: Server or data centre
+ PC operating system: Microsoft Windows
+ Operating systems for mobile devices: Android, iOS
+ MultiTab/MultiWindows-capable for convenient working


